A thermodynamically consistent phase-field model with memory, based on the linearized version of the Gurtin-Pipkin heat conduction law, is considered. The formulation of an initial and boundary value problem for the phase-field evolution system is framed in a history space setting. Namely, the summed past history of the temperature is regarded itself as a variable along with the temperature and the phase-field. Wellposedness results are discussed, as well as longtime behavior of solutions. Under suitable conditions, the existence of an absorbing set can be achieved.
Introduction.
We consider a phase-field model of some temperature-dependent transition in a rigid heat conductor occupying a given bounded domain C M3. We assume that, at each point x £ Q and any time t € 1, the state of the material is described by the triplet ($(i), , x(t)), where d(x,t) is the temperature variation field from a reference value, ^(xjs) = i9(x,t -s), s > 0, is the past history of i) up to time t, and xixjt) is the phase variable, which accounts for the kinetics of the solid-liquid transition. The evolution of the temperature-dependent phase change phenomenon is governed by the energy balance equation dte + div q = / in CI x R where / is the external heat source.
If we consider only small variations of i) and Vi9, we may suppose that the heat flux vector q : !1 x 1 I3 and the internal energy e:!!xR^I are described by the following constitutive equations (cf. (A.17)-(A. 18) in the Appendix):
r OO e(x, t) = ec + cu0c'0(x, t) + / a(cr)i?(x, t -a) da + #cA(x(x, £)), Jo poo q(x,t) = -/ fc(cr)V-d(x,t -a) doJo for (x,t) G x M, where cv,9c, and ec are positive constants denoting the specific heat, the critical value of the temperature (corresponding to the phase transition), and the internal energy at the critical temperature, respectively. We assume that the memory kernel k is smooth enough, nonincreasing and summable along with its first derivative on [0, oo). As far as the (smooth) kernel a is concerned, we always suppose that its first and second derivatives are summable on [0, oo) and a(0) > 0. Then we have two possible choices, both of which are thermodynamically consistent (see Appendix).
We suppose that either a is bounded, nondecreasing, and concave (1.1) or a is summable, nonincreasing, and convex.
(1-2)
We shall discuss the importance of these assumptions below. Going back to the constitutive laws and making suitable assumptions on the behavior of i)(t) as t -> -oo, the energy balance yields r oo /'OO cv6cdt'd + a(0)i9 + / a'(cr)i!)(t -a) da + Oc\'(x)^tX ~ / k(a)Ai)(t -a) da = f Jo Jo in f2 x R.
The variable x, which appears in the internal energy, can be regarded as an internal state variable. Consequently, a constitutive equation for \ is in order. As shown in the Appendix (cf. (A.22)), we assume that mdtx ~ m0Ax + (3{x) 3 7(x) + #X{x) where /3 is a maximal monotone graph, 7 is a Lipschitz function, and m, mo are positive parameters.
Consider now a given initial time r G 1R. To specify the initial conditions, besides the values of d and x at r, the whole past history of 1) up to r must be given, namely, We are now dealing with an initial and boundary value problem for the phase-field system under consideration.
To formulate it in a history space setting, we follow [21] (see also [17] ) and we introduce a new variable, namely, the summed past history of i9, which is defined Problems like P have been studied firstly in [1] when a = 0,/3(r) = r3 and 7, A are both linear. Using a semigroup approach, existence, uniqueness, and longtime results have there been proved. Quite general well-posedness results have then been obtained in [14, 15] via energy methods (see also [16] ). Recently, in [11, 12] a thorough investigation along the lines of [1] has been carried out. In particular, existence and uniqueness when A is a quadratic nonlinearity as well as a detailed characterization of the w-limit set have been shown. In this framework, it is also worth quoting [5, 6] , which are devoted to studying a phase-field model with memory based on a constitutive law for the heat flux, proposed by Coleman and Gurtin, where q depends both on the present value of the temperature gradient and on its past history. Regarding the longtime behavior and existence of a maximal attractor for other phase transition models without memory effects, the reader is referred, e.g., to [28, 32] and the references therein.
In all the mentioned papers about phase-field models with memory, the summed past history of 1? (and, possibly, of \) is simply incorporated in the source term / and, sometimes, in the boundary data. However, this approach seems not suitable for studying the longtime behavior of solutions from a more general point of view, namely, the stability of sets of trajectories. Instead, a formulation in the history space setting, which regards ?/ as a variable of the evolution phenomenon, has been proved effective in analyzing such issues (cf. [20] [21] [22] , see also [4] ). This fact has led us to formulate P.
Here we prove some well-posedness theorems for P. In these results the role of a is marginal and we could also take a = 0. On the contrary, our result about the longterm behavior is based on the fact that a(0) > 0, that is, on the presence of a memory term in the internal energy as well. To be more precise, in this case the assumptions on the memory kernels (in particular, (1.1)-(1.2)) as well as the boundary conditions play a crucial role. Going a bit into the details, we are able to obtain some uniform-in-time estimates which imply the existence of an absorbing set, provided that (3 fulfills suitable growth conditions. Nevertheless, this result strongly depends 011 the sign of uo, that is, on the assumptions (1.1) (1.2). Indeed, the case Vq = 1 turns out to be quite nice since the related memory term has a dissipative behavior which is similar to the heat flux term, provided that v and /i decay exponentially.
However, in the literature (see, e.g., [19] and the references therein) it is often assumed that vq = -1, that is, (1) (2) . This is a much more delicate case, since the related memory term lias an antidissipative behavior which has to be counterbalanced by the dissipation associated with the heat flux (see Section 6 below). We are able to do that when the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition holds on a portion F£> of positive measure, provided that v is dominated by ji. These restrictions allow us to take advantage of the Poincare inequality. A strictly related model is analyzed in [20] , the only difference being that the heat flux law also contains an instantaneous temperature gradient. This helps of course. There, under the assumption (1.1), we also prove the existence of a uniform attractor of finite fractal dimension. It is worth noting that the argument used here to deal with assumption (1.2) can also be adapted to the setting of [20] .
The plan of the paper goes as follows. In the next section we introduce the functional setting and some technical lemmas. In Section 3 we state our main results whose proofs are carried out in Sections 4-9. The Appendix is devoted to presenting the construction of the model starting from a general nonlinear setting. Using the Clausius-Duhem inequality and linearizing with respect to i), we deduce that our evolution system is thermodynamically consistent. (Hqq2(Tat))* being the dual space of (cf., for instance, [29]) i4/2(riv) = {w G L2(Tn) : 3w G V0 : w|ao = w on 1^}.
Clearly, when r£> = 0, then Vo = V and Wo = W. Then, denote by V*,Vq ,W*, and
Wq the dual spaces of V, Vo, W, and Wo, respectively. As usual, we identify H with its dual space H*. We recall the continuous and dense embeddings W0 ^ Vo H = H* c_, V0* -W0*, Vo V <-+ H = H* V* ^ Vq and, in particular, the inequalities IMIff < IMIv VdG V, and \\u\\v* < \\u\\H Vu G H.
We also need the Poincare inequality MlH < Cp||Vt;||/f3 Vu G Vo, (2.2) which holds whenever the Lebesgue measure |T£>| is positive (see, e.g., [33, Ch. II, 1.4] ).
To avoid confusion, we will always denote the norm and the inner product on a Hilbert space X by (-,-)x and || • ||x, respectively In particular, due to the Poincare inequality, if |rD| > 0, then we can take ||i>||y0 = ||Vf||/f3-Besides, the symbol ((■,■))x will stand for the duality pairing between X and its dual space X*, whenever X is a real Banach space.
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CLAUDIO GIORGI, MAURIZIO GRASSELLI, and VITTORINO PATA Given a positive function a defined on R+ = (0, +00), and a real Hilbert space X, let L2(R+,X) be the Hilbert space of X-valued functions on R+, endowed with the inner product poo (<P,^)lh R+.X) = / a(a){<p(a),ip{a))xda. Jo It is worth recalling that, given two Hilbert spaces X and Y, the space X DY turns out to be a Hilbert space endowed with the inner product (•> '}xny = (•> -)x + (', ->y-In addition, given a (possibly unbounded) interval / C R and a Hilbert space X, we indicate by V(I, X) the space of infinitely differentiable X-valued functions with compact support in I.
In order to describe the longtime behavior of the solutions of our system we also need to introduce the Banach space T of L\oc-translation bounded functions with values in H, namely rr+1 T = {/ € Llc(R,H) : H/llr = sup ^ \\f(y)\\Hdyj < 00 j .
Finally, for the reader's convenience, we report here below some technical results which will be useful in the course of the investigation. Lemma 2.1 (Generalized Young inequality). Let a, b > 0 be given. Then for every k > 0, and 1 < p, q < 00 such that ^ ^ = 1, it follows that s "**+ <Z3) Lemma 2.2 (Gagliardo-Nirenberg). Let 2 < p < 6. Then there exists k > 0 such that the inequality IMU°(fi) < k\\v\\^\\v\\\rp (2.4) holds for all v E V, with p =
The following Gronwall-type lemmas subsume Lemma A.5 in [7] and some results in [30] . where A > 0, r3 is a nonnegative locally summable function, and / G T. Then OA Pe r* $2(0 < 2$2(r)e"£^> + -+ _g/2)2||/|fc + J r3(y)e-«-rt dy for any t G [r, +00).
3. Main results. Before stating the main results, we have to introduce a rigorous formulation of problem P. First of all, some assumptions on the memory kernels and on the data are in order. As far as v and /1 are concerned, we suppose
v'{s) < 0, fi'(s) <0 Vs G R+,
v\s) + Sis(s) < 0, fi'(s) + S/j,(s) < 0 for some 5 > 0, Vs G R+.
We recall that assumption (K4), which basically implies the exponential decay of the memory kernel (see, e.g., [17] ) is used only to prove the existence of an absorbing set. 
A G C2(R),
/GL11oc(R,F),
0(Xo)G L\n).
We now introduce our definition of a solution to P. is a solution to problem P in the time interval 7 provided that Here -8S has to be understood as the infinitesimal generator of the right-translation semigroup on M.
Problem P is well posed according to Definition 3.1. Indeed, we can prove the following results. It is readily seen that is a convex subset of H that can be endowed with the metric dist0(zi,z2) = \\zi ~ z2\\h + ||<A(xi) -HX2)h^n)-
In addition, £^(0, R) stands for the ball of centered at zero of radius R. We agree to denote by Uf(t,r)zo the solution (■d,x,v) to problem P at time t with source term / and initial data zo given at time r. Note that £ is an auxiliary variable which is automatically determined by Remark 3.4. For any fixed / G L|oc(K, H), the two-parameter family with t > t, t € R, satisfies the following properties:
(i) Uf(t,r) : Htf, -> H<f, for any t > r, r G R;
(ii) C//(r, r) is the identity map on for any r£l;
(iii) Uf(t, s)Uf(s, r) = Uf(t, r) for any t > s > t, t £ R;
(iv) Uf(t,r)z -> z as t J, r for any z £ H#, t £ R. These properties are consequences of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3.
As we pointed out in the Introduction, the asymptotic behavior of solutions strongly depends on the choice of parameter uq. Let us consider first the case Uq = 1, which corresponds to the supposition that a satisfies (1.1). Besides the decay properties (K4), we need to require that the dissipation given by /3 be prevailing on the contribution given by the term 7. More precisely, we set j(r) = / 7(2i)dy Jo and (Hll) follows at once. The proof of (H12) is straightforward. Notice that (Hll)-(H12) allow, for instance, the significant case (3(r) -7(7-) = r" -r examined in [1] (cf. also [8] ).
To deal with the more common assumption (1.2), which corresponds to the case vq --1, we require |F£)| > 0 in order to take advantage of the Poincare inequality. Also, we need that v is suitably dominated by p,, while we still need that p satisfies (K4). Of course, even in this case, the above assumptions (Hll) and (H12) are essential.
Thanks to Theorems 3.4 and 3.5, we can state our result about the longtime behavior of the solutions to P. In the particular, but significant, case /3(r) = r3 and A linear, we can also prove that (v) Uf(t,r) € for any r G M, t>r. Therefore, Uf(t,r) is a process with symbol / according to the usual definition (see, e.g., [25] , Chapter 6). This fact is ensured by (3.15) and
A(r) = A0r Vr e E, A0 6 R.
Then, if we consider two sets of data {/j, fioi,Xoi,Voi}, i = 1,2, fulfilling (H6)-(H10) and we denote by {$,, Xi, £i, Vi} two corresponding solutions to problem P, we can find a positive constant C such that, for any t £ /, \\xi(t) -X2(t)\\v + J \\xi{y) -X2(y)\\w dy
In a slightly different functional setting, an existence and uniqueness result can be proved when A is a quadratic nonlinearity (cf. [11, 12] ). In this case, it is worth noting that our model may describe not only solid-liquid phase transitions, but also ferromagnetic transformations (see, e.g., [24] ). r, G L°°(I, M) n C°(J> L2(R+, V0*) n L2(K+, V0*)), (3.25) (6L2(/,L3/2(!1)), (3.26) <Hx) € L°°(/, L1^)). (3.27) Moreover, the initial condition (3.13) holds in V0* , almost everywhere in K+. If, in addition, xo G L°°(fi), then the above solution is unique and it fulfills (3.1), (3.4)-(3.5), (3.13), and
We can still prove the existence of a solution to problem P when Xo is only in H. In this case, the equation for \ has to be understood in V*. Uniqueness also holds provided that A is linear. If A satisfies (H15), then the continuous dependence estimate (3.15) holds with a constant C independent of Co-Thus the solution is unique and (3.1), (3.5) (3.6), (3.11) , and (3.13) are fulfilled. 4 . Proof of Theorem 3.2. For the sake of simplicity, we suppose To = 0 so that Vo = V and Wo = W. However, the arguments can be easily adapted to the other cases.
Let {$i, Xi, £», V;}, i -1,2, be two solutions to problem P corresponding to the source terms and initial data {/j, i?oi> Xoi, Voi}> and denote their differences by {■&, Xi£iV} and {/, tf0,Xo, Vo}, respectively. Introduce the new variables uii = t)l + A(xi), i = 1,2, and set lv = u>i -u>2 and A = A(xi) -A(x2)-Then, according to Definition 3.1, the quadruplet (i9,x, £,v) fulfills the system
with initial conditions (3.11)-(3.13). Multiplying (4.2) by x and integrating over f2, we deduce
Using ( tei by force of (3.14), we obtain
upon choosing kq = (2AiCi)_1 with Ai = ||A"||z,oo(k). Therefore, a view of (4.5)-(4.8), equality (4.4) leads tô llxllff + l|Vx||^3 < Ao||w||^ + 2(1 + T + A0 + 2Aq + 2K (aco)AiCi)||xll?/-(4-9)
Hence, picking C2 = C2(Cq) > 0 large enough, and integrating in time (4.9) from r to t <T, we end up with \\x{t)\\2H + J \\x(y)\\vdv < \\x(t)\\h + c2 J \\uj(y)\\2H dy + c2 J \\x(y)\\Hdy-(4-10)
We now turn attention to the other two equations. For the moment, let us assume that lo has more space regularity, precisely, to € V). Set then v = u> in and the desired inequality (3.15) follows at once taking M > 2Aq, which we may stipulate.
In particular, when the two sets of data coincide, we get u> = x = V = 0 (and therefore i?! = $2), and from (4.2) we deduce that £ = 0.
5. Proof of Theorem 3.3. Thanks to Theorem 3.2, we just need to prove the existence of a solution. We do that by means of a Faedo-Galerkin approximation scheme. Just for the sake of simplicity, we suppose fflE0so that Vq = V and Wq = W. Also, we let vo = l. However, the proof can be easily adapted to the other cases. Assume for the moment that (f) is convex, nonnegative, and continuously differentiable, with 4>' = /3 Lipschitz continuous.
5.1. Faedo-Galerkin approximation. In order to prove the existence result we follow a Faedo-Galerkin method (cf. [14] ). Let {u,}^ be a smooth orthonormal basis of H that is also orthogonal in V. For instance, take a complete set of normalized eigenfunctions for -A in V with Neumann boundary conditions, that is, In the last inequality we used (K3) together with an integration by parts to handle the term (dsr]n,r]n)M-Indeed (see [21] for the details) Here we prove that, due to (3.15), {($n, Xni Vn)} is a Cauchy sequence in a suitable Banach space. In fact, owing to (5.5)-(5.6) and (5.9), this sequence satisfies the bound (3.14). Then, (3. Therefore, the above equation can be set in the form (3.8) . Applying Fatou's lemma to ( 
5.8), we get that <£(x) £ -L°°(/, L1^)).
Of course, properties (3.1)-(3.6) and the initial conditions (3.11)-(3.13) easily follow from the above convergences and equations (3.8)- (3.10) . Note that, due to the uniqueness, the whole sequence {($", Xn> ??n)} converges to the solution we found. 5.5 . Approximating (3. Assume now that cj) and (3 satisfy (H1)-(H2). Arguing as in [14] , for any e > 0 we approximate 4> and (3 with 4>e and (3e (cf., e.g., [7] , Proposition 2.6 and Proposition 2.11), where f3e is the Yosida approximation of (3 (and therefore Lipschitz continuous), and cpE is a nonnegative, convex, and continuously differentiable function such that of e. Thus, as in the former case, we can take weak and weak* limits as e -* 0. The argument is treated in detail in [14] , to which the interested reader is referred. We just recall that the main point is to recover a uniform bound for /3e{Xe) in L2(Q, x I). This can be done via a comparison argument applied to the approximation of (3.9). Besides, let us mention how to prove that, calling x the limit of \e, (5.8) holds for x as we^-Indeed, from (5.11) we get that for every fixed t e I, Xe -* X a-e-in ^ (UP to a subnet). Setting £o > 0, exploiting the continuity of </>e", Fatou's lemma, and ( for any t > r, and repeat the same arguments leading to (6.8), the only difference being that we have to take the inner product in M of the strong version of Eq. (3.10) with 7] in place of (6.4) (see also Sec. 4). The result is the following inequality, similar to (6.8):
d f°°-f2 + e^2 < L0 + 2||/||k^ + 2J n(cr)(r)(<r),i})H da (6.11) for almost any t > r. On the other hand, recalling (K5) and (2.3), we have 2 j\{oma),d)Hda < ^\\v\\m + < f*2 + (6-12)
Thus (6.9)-(6.12) entail < K2 + 2\\f(t)\\Hm + C2(R)e(6.13)
for almost any t > r, where we set K,2 = Lo+2^1 and C2(R)=/LaoCl{R). c3(i?) = 2 ^Ci(-R) + and M = max{l, 1/k}, we rewrite (6.14) as \\Uf(t,T)z0\\2n < MV2(t) < MC3(i?)e"(£/2)(t-T) +MK3.
Choosing Rq = 2MK3, (3.18) is satisfied for Finally, addition of (6.2) and (6.4), and integration from r to t, lead to 2/ \\dtx(y)\\2H dy < $2(r) + 2J \\f(y)\\H®(y)dy.
Hence, if T is a bounded subset of L!(R, H), then (3.19) follows at once from (6.10). Choosing now £ properly (mimicking the former case), we find a differential inequality like (6.8), with the difference that in this case $ is equivalent to the norm of (i?, x,v) 'n H. Hence the proof is carried out by Lemma 2.4, and by an estimate similar to (6.10). ((xi(y))3 -{X2(y)f,^x{y))hdy -J h(xi{y))-7(x2(y)),Ax(y))Hdy (7.1)
Recalling (H3), thanks to Lemma 2.1, we easily obtain h(t) + h(t) < C \\x(y)\\2H + \\ti(y)\\2H dy^j + ^ J \\Ax{y)\\2H dy.
On the other hand, still using Lemma 2.1, we get h(t)< J*\\(xi(y))3-(x2(y))3W2Hdy + \JT \\Ax(y)\\2Hdy. Finally, thanks to (3.15), from (7.6) we derive (3.21). Regarding uniqueness, observe that the pair (x, 0 solves the Cauchy-Neumann problem (3.7), (3.9), (3.12), (3.24) . If xo € L°°(fi), taking advantage of Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.3 in [12] , we deduce that (x,0 enjoys (3.4) and (3.28). Then, thanks to the boundedness of to get uniqueness we can just exploit the same argument used in Sec.
4 to deduce (3.15) without using the boundedness of A' (cf. (H5) ). Also, we can take advantage of the contracting estimate (5.10) to prove that (3.1), (3.5), and (3.13) are satisfied.
9. Proof of Theorem 3.10. Also in this proof we suppose r£> = 0, just for the sake of simplicity. Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 allow us to construct a family {(i?£,Xe, ££,%)} of solutions to problem P from which we can extract a subsequence converging to the solution we are looking for. Suppose for the moment that P is a Lipschitz continuous function and take {xoe} such that Xoe £ V Ve > 0, Here and in the sequel of the proof, c stands for a generic positive constant independent of e. Thus, owing to (9.8)-(9.11), equality (9.7) giveŝ IIXsIIh + ||Vx£||h3 < c{\\u£\\2h + \\xe\\2H) (9) (10) (11) (12) and integrating (9.12) with respect to time from r to t < X, we get \\Xe{t)\\2H + \\Xe(y)\\vdy < WxocWh +c \\we(y)fHdy + J \\Xe(y)\\2H dy^j .
(9.13)
Regarding the remaining equations (9.4) and (9.6), we proceed formally along the lines of Sec. 4. Of course, the whole procedure can be made rigorous by using a regularization To conclude, we need a uniform bound for ||^e||L2(/.//)i which can be achieved by arguing as in Sec. 3 of [15] . More precisely, we observe that dtXe -&Xe + 6 = 7(xe) + A' {Xe)"®e a.e. in fix I.
(9.22)
Then we multiply both members of (9.5) by and we integrate over Q. x [r, t] with t £ I.
Taking advantage of (H1)-(H5), (3.7), and (9.2), we obtain (see inequality (3.10) in [15] ) J + ^ j Ue{y)\\2H dy < c(\\^e\\2L2iLH) + \\Xe\\h{I,H)) + J^HXOe) (9.23) for any t £ I. Thus, owing to (9.2) and (9.18), from (9.23) we deduce the bound J^Xe^ + \j\ UmUvlc. With the help of (H4)-(H5), (9.19)-(9.21), we can pass to the limit in the integrated equation. Property (3.30) can be deduced by comparison in the limit equation, thanks to (H4)-(H5) and (3.33). Then, the limit equation can be differentiated with respect to time and this gives (3.34). If (3 satisfies (H1)-(H2) only, then we can reproduce the argument sketched in subsection 5.5.
Whenever A satisfies (H15), a careful analysis of the proof of (3.15) (see Sec. 4) shows that the bound Co is no longer needed. Hence, as a consequence of (3.15), the approximating family {w£, XeiVe} satisfies a uniform contraction estimate. This allows us to conclude that the limit solution enjoys (3.1), (3.5)-(3.6), (3.11), and (3.13). We consider a homogeneous rigid heat conductor belonging to the class of simple materials which occupies a bounded domain (see, e.g., [18] ). As a consequence, at any point i € fl, the evolution is described by a causal input-output system whose input-space is independent of the nature of the material. Because of rigidity, each input process is given by the pair of functions (dt0, V0) defined on I = [r, T], where 9 > 0 is the absolute temperature. The state-space at each point x of such a system must reflect the features of the material itself.
Here we consider a rigid heat conductor that undergoes some solid-liquid transition at low temperature.
Thus, we are forced to assume that the internal energy and heat flux depend on temperature through hereditary constitutive equations, in order to account for the second-sound effect literature (see, e.g., [26, 27] and references therein). In addition, we assume that the transition process is macroscopically described by a non-conserved phase variable x which plays the role of an internal variable for the material. Accordingly, the state of the system at time t is represented by the vector (x(£), Vx(t), 0(t), 6'), where 6* is a causal function, called the past history of the temperature up to t, defined by 0t(s) = 6{t -s) s > 0.
Note that, unlike other models considered in the literature (see, e.g., [16] ), we neglect memory effects in the phase variable. As we shall see, this choice is compatible with thermodynamics.
When a heat source / is given, the evolution of the temperature in a rigid body is governed by the energy balance equation dte + divq = / jointly with proper constitutive equations for the internal energy e, which is a state function, and the heat flux vector q. Here, paralleling the procedure followed in [13] , we assume that the internal energy is the sum of a function of (x, Vx) and a function of (0,0'), namely, efoVx.M1) = G(x,VX) + G1(Mt) (A.l)
where G and Gi are suitable smooth functions. We also assume that the heat flux vector q is independent of the phase-field.
According to well-established theories of heat flow with memory (see [10, 23] ), q depends on the history of the temperature gradient, that is,
Furthermore, a constitutive equation that describes the phase kinetics is needed. To take into account phase diffusion and relaxation, the evolution equation is required to involve time and space derivatives of x> as in standard phase-field models. Such models are mainly due to Cahn and coworkers [2, 9] and are physically based on the assumption that x = 0 or x = 1 in most of the conductor, and the two phases are separated by a thin diffusive interface. In particular, the expressions of the internal and free energy densities contain a term e|Vx|2, e > 0, representing the interfacial energy contribution.
In view of this consideration, (A.l) reads e = Co(x) + Gi(6,0*) + £|Vx'|2 (A. 3) for some smooth function Go-Following standard variational procedures (see, e.g., [34] ), the following rate-type constitutive equation for dtX is obtained: dtX = X(X,6,0t)+e AX (A. 4) where E is a function to be chosen properly (see below). This description differs from the classical Stefan problem with phase relaxation, where the interfacial energy is neglected, and the indicator function I(x) is present in the expression of the free energy, to make x assume values inside the interval [0,1] only.
Constitutive functions Go,Gi,Q, and E cannot be arbitrarily chosen; indeed, they have to satisfy the Second Principle of Thermodynamics.
We recall that, after introducing the Helmholtz free energy density -0 and the entropy density h, the Second Principle is It is worth noting that deformations are negligible because of rigidity, and the power of internal stresses does not appear in (A.5).
In order to check thermodynamic compatibility, by means of (A.5)-(A.6), we follow a local procedure. Due to the nonlocal character of the interfacial energy, we are forced to consider the limit case £ -> 0. In particular, we must replace i/j, h, and e by their limits as e -* 0, namely, ipg, ho, and eg. Therefore, from (A.3) we obtain eo(Xi O1) = Gro(x) + G\(9,01). (A.7)
In spite of this, all compatibility results still hold, even if a nonlocal interfacial energy term is added to eo a posteriori. Since the free energy ipo depends on time through the state variables an(l we Set dtMt) = ^(x, 0-o1)dto + -ix, e, e^dtx + sMx, e, 0^)
where SipoiXi ^ 9t\dt6t) is the Frechet differential of ?/>o with respect to 81. This approach is closely related to the one followed in [23] , where the functional depends on the summed past history rather than temperature, as in the present case. Using this fact, (A. In view of (A.6) and (A.7), equality (A.9) can be used to find a general expression of the free energy Vo-Indeed, it can be obtained as the solution of the differential equation
Tpo-0d^-=Go(x) + G1(6,dt).
Letting 9C denote the critical temperature at which transition occurs, a straightforward calculation leads to Mx, 0,9') = -0A(9,9') + 9B(x) -(9 -9C)A(X), (A.12) where A and A are two suitable smooth functions such that c) A
Go(x) = 0cX(x) and Gi[9,9l) = 92 -(9}9t), and B is an arbitrary function whose properties will be discussed below. In order to satisfy (A.10), we assume for simplicity with too = me. Such an equation is a thermodynamically compatible constitutive relation governing the evolution of the phase variable x and represents a generalization to hereditary conductors of a phase-field model proposed in recent years by Penrose and Fife [31] , on the basis of thermodynamical arguments. Since we are mainly interested in phase transition phenomena involving temperatures close to the critical value 9C, we restrict our attention to small variations of the absolute temperature around 9C, and small temperature gradients. As a consequence, linearizing with respect to the temperature variable, the local state variables of the material can be represented by (x, $,$*), where is the temperature variation field, and represents its past history up to t. Accordingly, we can reasonably suppose that the temperature dependent part of the internal energy G\ and the heat flux Q depend linearly on ($,#) and V$4, respectively. In particular, they are assumed here to obey the linear hereditary laws arising from the linearized theory of Gurtin and Pipkin [23] . Therefore, we have fOC e(x, t) = ec + cv6cd{x, t) + / a(s)'dt(x,s) ds + 0CA(x(x, t)), (A 
Jo
The usual properties of the internal energy compel the specific heat cv to be positive. Moreover, as shown in [19] , thermodynamic restrictions can be expressed in terms of the Fourier transform of the memory kernels a and k. If they are both assumed to be summable, as usual, these conditions are satisfied if and only if 
